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The authors are indebted to theDynamics
reviewer Mauricio Gonzalez Rodriguez
for the imporDynamics
tant comments that will allow us to improve our paper. For each point,Discussions
we answer his
comments.
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the paper’s
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Methods
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Methods
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Data Systems
DataAlgorithm
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We will modify the title according to the suggestion.

Ocean Science
• The authors should Ocean
includeScience
a location map for each harbour,
with a detailed harDiscussions
bour’s maps including the position of the tide-gauges. Pag.4 after line 110.
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We will include a map of the harbours in the paper as suggested.

Solid Eartha section
• Before “8. Results of calibration
”or after this section, it is necessary
Solid Earth
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where the calibration methodology in section 2.2 is applied step by step in one of
the examples.

The calibration procedure will be better explained andThe
followed
throughout the
Cryosphere
The Cryosphere
paper.
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• This reviewer recommends in section “8. Results of calibration ”to include the
comparison (with indicators) regarding the 15 parameters configuration of TEDA
applied in the 28 tsunami records databases for Catania and 24 tsunami records
databases for Tremestieri. The Authors only comment in the paper that configuration A3C1 is the best for Tremestieri and configuration A2C1 is the best for the
harbour of Catania.
We will add a table with the results of detections, to make it clearer.
• Further discussion is required at the end of the paper, in order to justify why
the authors keep fixed tBS , tG and tSD , just in order to “simplify ”(line 211). The
authors justify it because tIS is the most sensibility parameter based on (Bressan and Tinti, 2011 and 2012), but in the calibration process the combination of
these parameters can change the optimal solution. It necessary to support this
assumption.
From our experience in analysing marigrams the parameters we varied in the
papers are the most important ones. The scope of this paper is to show and
discuss a methodology and so we believe that even a simplified analysis is adequate. However, we stress that to find the best solution entails that all parameters
C1073
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involved in the TEDA algorithm are to be varied and tested. This in turn entails
more work to be done, work that will be undertaken before passing to a full operational phase of the TSUNET network, but not in this paper.
• In Fig.6 EFDs for IS or CF3 could be adjusted for a Pareto distribution function (2
parameters) or Exponential function (1 parameter), BS3 can be fitted by a (lognormal, gamma o weibull) distributions. It could be interesting a parameterisation
of these curves for the calibration process.
We will try to fit the distributions of TEDA functions with the theoretical distribution suggested. We point out that we made already some unsuccessful and
unreported attempts before publishing our paper in NHESSD. If we find some
acceptable fit, we will show it in a figure in the revised version.
• Fig. 1 never is called and used in the text.
We will correct it in the revised paper, as suggested.
• In page 6, line 194: It is tSD , no tSD in the equation.
We will correct it in the revised paper, as suggested.
• In page 6, line 196: the correct are tIS and tSD and and no: tIS and tSD.
We will correct it in the revised paper, as suggested.
• In page 6, line 197: the correct are λSD and no: λSD.
We will correct it in the revised paper, as suggested.
• In page 7, line 212: in values of tIS , at the end is 4 or 14 min?
It is 4 min. We will modify the paper by referencing the different cases in ascending order of with tIS .
• In Page 9, line 284: it is Fig. 4 no Figure 4.
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I followed the conventions of nhess, http://www.natural-hazards-and-earthsystem-sciences.net/submission/manuscript_preparation.html .
• In Page 10, line 327: it is Fig. 7 no Figure 7.
See previous answer.
• In Fig. 9: it is better to change c by Calm, C+b=Calm and bout...., it is not clear
for readers.
We will improve the figure to make it clearer.
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